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Overview of Version Update 

Version Function expanded corrected 

V3.3.5 #ID 2692 JVER 
Fixed several failures of the numeric input 
dialog. 

  

 #ID2700 JVER 
Launching an application from an USB-Stick 
or an MMC by double-clicking the project file 
does not work. 

  

 #ID 2727 JVER 
For the objects edit and text, the background 
color cannot be changed by the function 
VISUCmdAttribute (). 

  

 #ID 2784  
If the Windows theme is set to "Classic", the 
labels of buttons in the "New Project" dialog 
will appear unreadable. 

  

 #ID 2845 JVER 
The function keys S14, S15 and S16 are not 
passed to an embedded HTML frame. 

  

 #ID 2854 JVER 
Changing the background color of an edit 
object through the corresponding STX com-
mand does not work correctly. 

  

 #ID 2871 
If a new Button-Object is inserted in a project 
with ER-STX(S) platform, its label is not  
centered. 

  

 #ID2878 
In projects with ISO-Platform the properties 
Value, Min, Max, and Target Line for the 
Bargraph- Object can improperly configured 
with negative values. 

  

 #ID 2879 
Messages while launching JetViewSoft will be 
hidden by the splash screen. 

  

 #ID 2880 JVER 
A Meter-Object takes no effect on a config-
ured ColorChange dynamic. 

  

 #ID 2881 
A canceled Tag-selection is incorrectly en-
tered the @-character. 

  

 #ID 2891 JVER 
A Combobox-Object fires no event on  
changes (OnChange/OnSelectionChange), 
when a mask is loading the first time. 
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V3.3.5 #ID 2892 
Macros appear unsorted in picklists. 

  

 #ID 2893 
In projects with ER (CE) / ER (PC) platform 
there cannot select a Tag for the  
OnDataChange-event. 

  

 #ID 2901 
A newly added mask always has a gray back-
ground. It should be used the background 
color of the Startmask. 

  

 #ID 2902 
The sizes of the numeric input dialogs for 
displays of type  JV2xx/3xx (-ZB) are not 
adapted to their resolutions. 

  

 #ID 2904 
After inserting a new Button-Object it will not 
be shown correctly with its containing child 
Text-Object in the workspace-tree. 

  

 #ID 2914 
If the width or height of a Line-Object is set to 
0, this results into illegal values for the proper-
ties Top,Left or Rotation. 

  

 #ID 2915 
In projects with ISO platform and activated 
SnapToGrid feature vertical or horizontal lines 
are invisible. 

  

 #ID 2916 
The iop-import is converting the values of the 
properties height/with from horizontal/vertical 
lines to 0, so the lines are not visible. 

  

 #ID 2918 
The shortcut Ctrl + R to display the reference 
list does not work on selected objects in the 
mask. 

  

 #ID 2926 
There is no warning message displayed by the 
compiler when object names differ only in their 
case. 

  

 #ID 2929 
If a second instance of JetViewSoft is started 
and closed immediately, this procedure can 
delete the RecentWorkspace list. 

  

 #ID 2930 
According to a numerical value input it comes 
to misstatements in the properties window. 
The input field with SpinButtons appears again 
at a wrong place. 
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V3.3.5 #ID 2931 
In projects with ISO-platform Outputstring-
Objects of a newly created Button-Object have 
not permitted Line- and Fill-Attributes. 

  

 #ID 2938 
By configuring a background image for a 
mask, there will be incorrectly created a copy 
of the image in the project folder and the  
Picture-Object refers to this file. 

  

 #ID 2940 JVER 
When launching JVER the warning message 
that no start mask was found, is not displayed. 

  

 #2944 
In Demomode, projects with less than 40 ob-
jects will not compile. 

  

 #ID2946 
In projects with ISO platform the  
SizeToContent feature works not correctly 
when the property AutoWrap is set. 

  

 #ID 2948 
If in projects with ISO platform a Container-
Object with the property Hidden = true will be 
copied into the library and subsequently in-
serted back from the library, then the Hidden 
property is incorrectly set to false. 

  

    

    

    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


